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Developmental dyslexia is commonly thought to arise from specific phonological impair-

ments. However, recent evidence is consistent with the possibility that phonological im-

pairments arise as symptoms of an underlying dysfunction of procedural learning. The

nature of the link between impaired procedural learning and phonological dysfunction is

unresolved. Motivated by the observation that speech processing involves the acquisition

of procedural category knowledge, the present study investigates the possibility that pro-

cedural learning impairment may affect phonological processing by interfering with the

typical course of phonetic category learning. The present study tests this hypothesis while

controlling for linguistic experience and possible speech-specific deficits by comparing

auditory category learning across artificial, nonlinguistic sounds among dyslexic adults

and matched controls in a specialized first-person shooter videogame that has been shown

to engage procedural learning. Nonspeech auditory category learning was assessed online

via within-gamemeasures and also with a post-training task involving overt categorization

of familiar and novel sound exemplars. Each measure reveals that dyslexic participants do

not acquire procedural category knowledge as effectively as age- and cognitive-ability

matched controls. This difference cannot be explained by differences in perceptual acu-

ity for the sounds. Moreover, poor nonspeech category learning is associated with slower

phonological processing. Whereas phonological processing impairments have been

emphasized as the cause of dyslexia, the current results suggest that impaired auditory

category learning, general in nature and not specific to speech signals, could contribute to

phonological deficits in dyslexia with subsequent negative effects on language acquisition

and reading. Implications for the neuro-cognitive mechanisms of developmental dyslexia

are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Developmental dyslexia is a neurological disorder character-

ized by a persistent inability to achieve typical reading levels

that is not a result of disorders of general intelligence,

emotional disturbances, gross neurological deficits or inade-

quate schooling. A central hypothesis is that dyslexia involves

a core deficit in the direct access to, and manipulation of,

phonemic language units retrieved from long-term declara-

tive memory (Snowling, 2000). Consistent with this phono-

logical hypothesis, impaired phonological awareness, poor

verbal short term memory and slow lexical retrieval are

among the most frequent symptoms associated with dyslexia

(Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). However,

individuals with dyslexia have a wide range of non-linguistic

deficits that are difficult to reconcile with a strictly phono-

logical etiology (Facoetti et al., 2003; Howard, Howard, Japikse,

& Eden, 2006; Tallal, 1980).

1.1. The procedural learning deficit account

One central theory that addresses these non-phonological

deficits claims that difficulty in phonology, reading, writing

and spelling skills in dyslexia may be related to selective

impairment in procedural learning associated with the

learning and control of established sensorimotor and cogni-

tive habits, skills, and procedures (Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011).

Individuals with dyslexia are impaired at a variety of tasks

believed to be sub-served by procedural learning including

motor adaptation (Brookes, Nicolson, & Fawcett, 2007), im-

plicit sequence learning (Howard et al., 2006; Vicari, Marotta,

Menghini, Molinari, & Petrosini, 2003), probabilistic category

learning (Gabay, Vakil, Schiff, & Holt, in press), and artificial

grammar learning (Pavlidou, Williams, & Kelly, 2009). Proce-

dural learning among individuals with dyslexia is less stable,

more prone to interference (Gabay, Schiff,& Vakil, 2012b), and

less effectively consolidated (Gabay, Schiff, & Vakil, 2012a).

Neuroimaging studies have revealed impairments in brain

regions associated with procedural learning tasks among in-

dividuals with dyslexia (Nicolson et al., 1999; Pernet, Poline,

Demonet, & Rousselet, 2009; Rae et al., 1998). However, the

nature of the link between impaired procedural learning and

phonological deficits is unresolved.

1.2. A possible relationship between procedural learning
and the formation of speech categories

In the present study we examine a route by which impaired

procedural learning may affect phonological processing in

dyslexia. We begin with the observation that speech cate-

gories are inherently multidimensional, with no single

acoustic dimension necessary or sufficient to signaling pho-

netic category membership. Acoustic information along these

dimensions is highly variable as a result of talker differences,

coarticulation, and other factors. Adding to the complexity,

critical information is rapidly conveyed across tens of milli-

seconds. These factors converge to make explicit attempts to

discover and integrate acoustic cues that are diagnostic to

speech category identity extremely difficult. Speech learning
is therefore a true procedural knowledge learning challenge in

that listeners must discover diagnostic dimensions across

highly variable sensory input and perceptually weight these

dimensions according to how well the dimensions signal

category membership (Chandrasekaran, Koslov, & Maddox,

2014; Chandrasekaran, Yi, & Maddox, 2014; Lim, Fiez, & Holt,

2014; Holt & Lotto, 2010).

Furthermore, speech category acquisition ‘in the wild’ oc-

curs under incidental conditions, without instructions to

search for category-diagnostic dimensions, overt category

decisions, or explicitly-provided feedback. Beyond ecological

validity, this is an important issue because there is growing

evidence that overt and incidental learning paradigms draw

upon neural substrates with distinctive computational spe-

cialties (e.g. Doya, 1999; Lim, Fiez, Wheeler, & Holt, 2013;

Tricomi, Delgado, McCandliss, McClelland, & Fiez, 2006).

Other studies have demonstrated the existence of two distinct

category learning systems that appear to operate for both vi-

sual and speech category learning (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese,

1998; Yi, Maddox, Mumford, & Chandrasekaran, 2014).

We propose that a general impairment in acquisition of

procedural category knowledge in the auditory domain would

be expected to impact phonetic category learning across

speech signals, with the potential for cascading effects for

language acquisition and learning to read. Although recent

research with neurotypical individuals implicates procedural

learning in phonetic (Chandrasekaran, Yi, et al., 2014) and

nonspeech auditory category learning (Lim et al., 2013),

acquisition of procedural category knowledge in the auditory

domain has not been investigated in dyslexia. Previous

studies examining speech perception among individuals with

dyslexia havemostly used classic categorical perception tasks

in which participants must identify speech sounds that

morph between two phonemes in incremental steps along a

continuum (Godfrey, Syrdal-Lasky, Millay, & Knox, 1981;

Manis et al., 1997; Vandermosten et al., 2010). This approach

examines the end product of learning by having participants

access established categories. It remains an open question

whether auditory category learning is impaired in dyslexia.

We hypothesize that procedural learning impairment in

dyslexia may interfere with learning procedural knowledge

characterizing speech categories.We further hypothesize that

this impairment may be general in nature, affecting acquisi-

tion of auditory categories characterized by procedural

knowledge, whether they are comprised of speech or

nonspeech signals.

1.3. The present study

To test these hypotheses, we employed a first-person shooter

videogameparadigm that has beenused inprevious research to

incidentally train listeners to learn complex, artificial, nonlin-

guistic nonspeech categories (Leech, Holt, Devlin, & Dick, 2009;

Lim et al., 2013; Lim, Lacerda, & Holt, 2015; Lim & Holt, 2011;

Liu & Holt, 2011; Wade & Holt, 2005); see Fig. 1. Participants'
task is to navigate through a space-themed virtual world,

shooting and capturing alien creatures as they appear. There is

no overt sound categorization task and no explicit

categorization-related feedback. However, acoustically-

variable sounds drawn from a category are consistently
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Fig. 1 e (A) A screenshot of the Wade and Holt (2005) videogame. As an alien approaches, a sound exemplar from an

associated sound category is presented. Participants make shooting or capturing actions according to whether the alien is a

friend or foe, as indicated by shape of the central aimingmechanism (green square). (B) The four aliens have different colors,

shapes, and characteristic movement patterns. (C) Each of the aliens is associated with one of the four sound categories

depicted here. Each of the higher-frequency components indicated by different colors is pairedwith the grey lower-frequency

component to create six exemplars per category. Unidimensional categories are characterized by a rising (top left) or falling

(top right) frequency sweep whereas no single acoustic dimension defines the multidimensional categories (bottom).
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associated with the appearance of a particular alien creature.

Therefore, learning the functional equivalence of within-

category sounds can support success at the primary space

navigation task. The virtual world is characterized by task de-

mands that mimic some aspects of natural environments.

Participants make goal-directed actions for which there is a

positive or negative outcome contingent on behavior, the ac-

tions are performed in the context of expectations about out-

comes, and there is an incentive to succeed. These task

characteristics are known to robustly engage the striatal

learning system of the basal ganglia (Delgado, Stenger, & Fiez,

2004; Tricomi et al., 2006), implicated as a contributor to

learning procedural knowledge (Seger, 2006). Indeed, neuro-

imaging research reveals that successful auditory category

learning within the videogame recruits striatal activation (Lim

et al., 2013), engages putatively speech-selective left posterior

superior temporal cortex for processing exemplars drawn from

the newly-acquired nonspeech categories (Leech et al., 2009),

and warps perceptual space and early auditory evoked re-

sponses in a manner like that observed in speech category

acquisition (Liu & Holt, 2011). This incidental training is also

effective inpromotingphonetic category learning. Adult native-

Japanese second-language learners of English significantly

improve in categorizing English [r]-[l] (a notoriously difficult

second-language phonetic learning challenge; Bradlow, Pisoni,

Akahane-Yamada, & Tohkura, 1997; Ingvalson, Holt, & McClel-

land, 2012; Ingvalson,McClelland,&Holt, 2011)with just 2.5 h of

incidental training within the videogame (Lim & Holt, 2011).

Moreover, the incidental training in the videogame is effective
even when non-native speech categories are presented in

continuous foreign-language speech, thus requiring listeners to

simultaneously solve both speech segmentation and categori-

zation learning challenges (Lim et al., 2015).
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants included adults with dyslexia (N ¼ 14, 6M, 8F) and

controls (N ¼ 14, 6M, 8F) matched very closely in age, sex and

nonverbal intelligence (See Table 1). Ten of the participants

with dyslexia and 8 control participants also completed an

additional sound discrimination task (the remainder of the

participants were unavailable to complete the task). All were

university students in the area of Pittsburgh, PA. All partici-

pants were native English speakers with no reported signs of

sensory or neurological deficits and came from families with

middle to high socioeconomic status. Diagnosis of a comorbid

learning disability such as ADHD was an exclusion criterion;

two participants with dyslexia who had severe symptoms and

a diagnosis of ADHD were excluded from the sample. A well-

documented history of dyslexia was the inclusion criterion for

the dyslexia group: 1) each individual received a formal diag-

nosis of dyslexia by a qualified psychologist; 2) each in-

dividual's diagnosis was verified by the diagnostic and

therapeutic center at their university; and 3) each individual

was receiving accommodations in educational settings. The

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.08.008
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Table 1 e Demographic, cognitive and language-related
data for dyslexia and Control groups.

Measure Group p

Dyslexia Controls

Age (years) 21.28 (3.75) 21.57 (2.4) n.s.

Raven 56.71 (2.94) 57.85 (1.56) n.s.

Digit spanª (combined) 10.71 (2.67) 15 (2.57) <.01**
RAN objectsª 99.85 (18.13) 117.35 (12.07) <.01*
RAN colorsª 95.64 (12.21) 111.92 (11.18) <.01**
RAN numbersª 105.71 (5.51) 113.35 (4.41) <.01**
RAN lettersª 101.78 (5.76) 112 (4.16) <.01**
WRMT-R WIª 98.14 (4.22) 109.42 (4.76) <.01**
WRMT-R WAª 96 (7.71) 112.64 (10.87) <.01**
Towre SW (A þ B)ª 97.42 (7.31) 119.28 (8.44) <.01**
Towre PD (A þ B)ª 89.42 (7.38) 115.28 (9.44) <.01**
Spoonerism accuracy 8.28 (3.38) 11.14 (2.1) <.05*
Spoonerism time 138 (41.91) 86 (21.57) <.01**

*p < .05. **p < .01.
a Indicates standardized scores; other scores presented as raw

scores.
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Control group was age matched with the Dyslexia group, with

no reading problems and the same level of cognitive ability [as

measured by the Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM)

test; Raven, Court, & Raven, 1992]. Inclusion criteria for the

Control groupwere no prior history of learning disabilities and

performance at or above average on standardizedmeasures of

reading. Written informed consent was obtained from all

participants.

All participants underwent a series of cognitive tests to

evaluate general intelligence (Raven's SPM; Raven et al., 1992),

verbal working memory (as measured by the forward and

backward Digit Span from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale-III; Wechsler, 1997), rapid naming (Wolf& Denckla, 2005),

andphonological awareness (Spoonerism;Brunswick,McCrory,

Price, Frith,& Frith, 1999). Inaddition,all participantsperformed

both un-timed and timed (fluency) tests of word reading and

decoding skills and Word Identification (WI) and Word Attack

(WA) subtests form the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test-

Revised (WRMT-R; Woodcock, 1987). In addition, participants

performed the Sight Word Efficiency, Forms A þ B (i.e., rate of

word identification) and Phonemic Decoding Efficiency, Forms

AþB (i.e., rateofdecodingpseudowords) subtests formtheTest

of Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE-II; Torgesen, Wagner, &

Rashotte, 1999). Results are presented in Table 1.

The groups did not differ according to age or intelligence.

However, the Dyslexia group differed significantly from the

Control group onword reading and decoding skills across both

rate and accuracy measures. In addition, the Dyslexia group

was impaired compared with the Control group in threemajor

phonological domains: phonological awareness (Spooner-

isms), verbal short-term memory (digit span) and rapid

naming (rapid automatized naming).

It is noted that all participants in the Dyslexia group were

high functioning university students with dyslexia. Prior

studies of dyslexia reveal that such participants exhibit

average performance on standardized reading tests (including

performance on low frequency words, as in the Woodcock

Reading Mastery Test-Revised). Nevertheless, they differ
significantly from matched control groups and continue to

present phonological problems that can be assessed by

phonological tests such as the Spoonerism test (Wilson &

Lesaux, 2001). Our dyslexic participants fit this profile. Each

individual had received a formal diagnosis of developmental

dyslexia by a qualified psychologist and was receiving testing

accommodations. The Dyslexia group differed significantly

from the Control group on all literacy measures and exhibited

phonological processing impairments (as indicated by the

Spoonerism test), despite average performance on standard-

ized tests. This profile is clearly indicative of a sample of

dyslexic adults.

2.2. Stimuli

Therewere four auditory categories (identical to those used by

Wade & Holt, 2005) (see also Emberson, Liu, & Zevin, 2013;

Leech et al., 2009; Liu & Holt, 2011). Fig. 1c shows schema-

tized versions of the six exemplars defining each category.

Two of the categories (unidimensional categories) were

differentiated by a single, perceptually-salient acoustic

dimension. The other two categories (multidimensional cat-

egories) were defined such that no single acoustic dimension

determined category membership. Across all categories, each

sound exemplar was 250 msec in duration and had a lower-

frequency (P1, grey line, Fig. 1c) and a single higher-

frequency (P2, colored lines, Fig. 1c) spectral peak. Exemplars

were differentiated by the dynamics of the higher spectral

peak, P2. The sounds were constructed with saw-tooth wave,

square wave and noise carriers, rendering them unambigu-

ously nonlinguistic.

In addition to the six exemplars defining each of the cate-

gories during training, five additional exemplars per category

were created and reserved for testing generalization of cate-

gory learning to novel exemplars. These stimuli had steady-

state frequencies intermediate to those of the training stim-

uli. In other respects their acoustic characteristics matched

those of their category. See Wade and Holt (2005) for further

details.

2.3. Experimental design

2.3.1. Videogame training
Participants experienced the sound category exemplars in a

first-person shooter-style videogame that more closely

models incidental sound category learning than traditional

stimulus-response-feedback category learning paradigms,

while providing tight control over the history of listening

experience (seeWade&Holt, 2005 for full details on the game).

Participants navigate through a pseudo-three-dimensional

space environment while executing keystrokes to shoot and

capture animated alien characters. Each of four visually

distinct aliens is associated with a different sound category

(Fig. 1a, b). When a character is present on the screen one of

the sound category exemplars associated with it is selected

randomly and played repeatedly. Thus, across appearances, a

character is correlated with a distinctive sound category

defined by acoustically-variable exemplars. It is possible to

play the game at lower levels without reliance on auditory

categorization. However, the fast-paced nature of higher

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.08.008
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game levels increasingly demands auditory categorization for

success. As game play speeds at higher levels (determined on

the basis of participants' success at the capture/shoot task, see

Wade & Holt, 2005) characters originate further eccentric

relative to the center of the screen. Thus, at higher levels it is

possible to hear characters before seeing them. This allows

participants to anticipate and plan the appropriate shooting/

capturing response via incidental sound categorization.

Nonetheless, the task demands of the videogame are pre-

dominantly visually-guided.

Participants were given no instructions or hints to use or

attend to auditory information and a music soundtrack, sty-

listically similar to commercial space-themed videogames,

contributed to a complex soundscape that minimized the

prominence of sound category exemplars. Participants made

no overt categorization judgments and received no feedback

about sound categorization. They were not informed of the

relationship between alien characters and sound categories.

However, the acoustically-variable sound exemplars within a

category were functionally equivalent in signaling an appro-

priate behavior. As a result, there were naturalistic task de-

mands that encouraged the discovery of sound categories.

Participants played the game while seated in sound-

attenuated chambers, wearing headphones and positioned

directly in front of a computer monitor. Game navigation

involved a sequence of keystrokes on a standard keyboard.

During the first 5e10 min the experimenter explained the aim

of the game (to shoot/capture the characters) and how to

accomplish actions with keystrokes. Participants then prac-

ticed to assure understanding. Training commencedwhen the

experimenter was satisfied that the participant understood

the game mechanics and continued, self-paced, for 50 min.

Full details regarding the videogame paradigm can be found in

Wade and Holt (2005).

2.3.2. Overt categorization task
An explicit sound categorization test immediately followed

videogame training. On each trial, participants heard a sound

exemplar presented five times concurrent with visual pre-

sentation of all four visual alien characters, arranged across

the four screen quadrants. Participants guessed which alien

matched the sound. Sound-category exemplars in the test

were 24 stimuli presented during game play and 20 novel

sounds created to match the defining characteristics of each

sound category (5 per category). These latter sounds were not

experienced in training and thus tested generalization of

category learning to novel exemplars, a hallmark of categori-

zation. There was no feedback.

2.3.3. Sound discrimination task
Individuals with dyslexia may have difficulty with rapidly-

varying acoustic information at the time scale that often dif-

ferentiates phonetic categories (Tallal, 1980). The auditory

categories of the present study are differentiated, at least in

part, by temporal information within this range (P2 transition,

Fig. 1c). Therefore, we examined the possibility that the

complex nonspeech sound category exemplars present audi-

tory processing difficulties for listeners with dyslexia, sepa-

rate from category learning. Participants discriminated

stimulus pairs drawn from the multidimensional sound
categories. These nonspeech sounds are spectrally complex

and perceptually confusable (see Emberson et al., 2013; Wade

& Holt, 2005), presenting the most challenging auditory dis-

criminations among the present stimuli. The four 250-msec

sounds were not experienced in the videogame, and were

approximately equidistant in perceptual space (see Liu&Holt,

2011). The four sounds were presented in every pairwise

combination (275 msec silent interval), with 48 trials/block

across 10 blocks (1:1 ratio of same/different trials). Partici-

pants indicated same or different with a key press. There was

no feedback.
3. Results

3.1. Videogame task

Participants with dyslexia were significantly poorer at

acquiring the sound categories than their control-group

counterparts, as evident in both overt category judgments

and measures of category acquisition observed indirectly

through participants' pattern of videogame play.

Immediately following game play, participants overtly

labeled familiar sound exemplars from the game and also

novel sounds drawn from the four categories by guessing

which alienwould bemost likely to appear on screen based on

each sound. Amixedmodel analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

conducted with group (Dyslexia vs Controls) as a between-

subjects factor and exemplar (familiar vs novel category ex-

emplars to test generalization of learning) and category type

(unidimensional vs multidimensional, see Fig. 1c) as within-

subject factors and accuracy in the overt categorization test

as the dependent measure. Results are presented in Fig. 2a.

Individuals with dyslexia [t(13) ¼ 3.93, p < .01] and matched

control participants [t(13) ¼ 10.99, p < .01] were able to learn

the sound categories at above-chance (25%) levels. However,

participants with dyslexia were significantly less accurate

(M ¼ 47.4%, SE ¼ .05) in categorizing nonspeech sound ex-

emplars than matched controls (M ¼ 68.1%, SE ¼ .03),

F(1,26) ¼ 8.97, p ¼ .006 hp
2 ¼ .266. Across all participants,

familiar exemplars heard during the videogame were some-

what better categorized (M ¼ 59.1%, SE ¼ .04) than novel,

generalization exemplars (M ¼ 56.5%, SE ¼ .04), F(1,26) ¼ 3.77,

p ¼ .062, hp
2 ¼ .056. Note that this pattern is consistent with

robust generalization to novel, unfamiliar exemplars because

categorization of novel exemplars was above-chance,

t(27) ¼ 8.36, p < .01. There was also a main effect of category

such that unidimensional category exemplars were more

accurately categorized (M ¼ 61.5%, SE ¼ .04) than multidi-

mensional category exemplars (M ¼ 54.05%, SE ¼ .04),

F(1,26) ¼ 6.91, p ¼ .014, hp
2 ¼ .202, as has been found in pre-

vious studies with these stimuli (e.g., Wade & Holt, 2005).

There were no significant interactions (p > .131).

A measure of category acquisition observed indirectly

through participants' pattern of videogame play also reveals

poorer auditory category learning among participants with

dyslexia. The videogame is structured so that successful ac-

tion increasingly depends on auditory categorization as the

game progresses to higher levels. As a result, the highest game

level achieved is a useful index of incidental category learning

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.08.008
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Fig. 2 e (A) Accuracy in the overt post-training categorization task for Control and Dyslexia groups across Unidimensional

and Multidimensional categories. Both groups performed above chance, but performance among participants with dyslexia

was significantly poorer. (B) Frequency of game play across videogame levels for Control and Dyslexia groups. The groups

differed significantly, with Control listeners reaching higher levels. Since auditory category learning is increasingly

necessary to succeed at higher levels, this is consistent with better auditory category learning among Control group

participants.
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that does not rely on overt category decisions. Control group

participants advanced to significantly higher levels of game

play (M ¼ 21.78, SE ¼ 1.55) than participants with dyslexia

(M ¼ 17.14, SE ¼ .95), t(26) ¼ �2.54, p < .05 (Fig. 2b). This is

consistent with the group difference observed in the overt

categorization task; poorer category learning among partici-

pants with dyslexia likely had a negative impact on category-

dependent game performance at higher levels. Finally, there

was a significant positive correlation between mean highest

game level achieved and categorization accuracy in the overt

categorization task, for both Dyslexia (r ¼ .82, p < .05) and

Control (r ¼ .69, p < .05) groups. Thus, poorer performance in

the overt categorization task among participants with

dyslexia is unlikely to be a consequence of failing to transfer

learning from incidental training to more explicit decision-

making about sound categories.

Each group of participants experienced the same length of

videogame training (50 min). However, since the pace of play

is faster at higher game levels and Control group participants

reached higher levels of game play, it is possible that the

Control group's category learning and generalization in the

overt categorization task was supported by greater overall

experience with sound exemplars within the 50-min session.

To investigate this possibility, we conducted an ANCOVA

analysis with posttest categorization as the dependent vari-

able, group as a between-subjects factor, and the number of

trials presented during the game (as defined by the time from

an aliens' appearance to the participant's response) as a co-

variate. The main effect of group remained significant,

F(1,25)¼ 5.041, p < .05. Thus, experiencing a greater number of

trials within the videogame was not the driving force behind

the observed group differences.

3.2. Sound discrimination task

A subset of participants also completed a control task in

which they discriminated novel exemplars drawn from the

sound categories. Discrimination accuracy was very high and
statistically indistinguishable in the Dyslexia (M ¼ 96.9%,

SE ¼ .006) and Control (M ¼ 98.2%, SE ¼ .006) groups,

t(16)¼�1.46, p¼ .29. This suggests that the observed category-

learning deficit did not arise from poorer discrimination of the

sound exemplars by dyslexic participants. There was no cor-

relation of auditory category learning assessed by overt cate-

gorization accuracy (r ¼ .357, p ¼ .346 for the Control group;

r¼�.164, p¼ .673 for the Dyslexia group) or highest game level

(r¼ .527, p¼ .145 for the Control group; r¼ .298, p¼ .436 for the

Dyslexia group) with discrimination performance for either

group.

3.3. Data analysis related to the language battery

A battery of cognitive and language measures characterized

impairments among dyslexic participants relative to control

participants (Table 1). A forward stepwise regression analysis

assessed the relationship of categorization performance

(across novel and familiar exemplars) in the overt post-

training test and measures related to reading efficiency

including naming latency (RAN), phonological awareness

(Spoonerism) and verbal working memory (digit span) as well

as a measure of general intelligence (Raven's score), which did

not differ significantly across groups. In all, the following in-

dependent variables were included in the analyses: a) Word

Identification score, WI; b) Word Attack score, WA; c) Sight

Word efficiency score, SW; d) Phonemic Decoding efficiency

score, PD; e) Digit span, DS; f) Spoonerism accuracy and time

scores; g) Rapid automatized naming of letters/colors/objects

and numbers scores; h) Raven's score; i) Group (coded as a

dummy variable; 0 for dyslexia, 1 for Controls).

Only the time to accomplish the Spoonerism task

(Brunswick et al., 1999), which requires phonemic-level

manipulation and is considered an especially good measure

of adult phonological awareness (Walton & Brooks, 1995), was

significantly correlated with nonspeech auditory category

learning (R¼ .454, adjusted R¼ .433, see Table 2). Thismeasure

of phonological awareness was associated with nonspeech
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auditory category learning across all participants, b ¼ �.674,

t¼�4.654, p< .01. No other variableswere significantly related

to nonspeech auditory category learning. The time to

accomplish the Spoonerism task was negatively correlated

with auditory category learning, even with all variables

entered into the regression model.

We conducted two additional regression analyses (across

the same variables indicated above) with two within-

videogame measures: highest level game attained and game

score. Of these measures, the highest game level achieved is

most closely associated with auditory category learning

because the game is structured to require auditory categori-

zation at its highest levels (categorization facilitates the quick

action needed at the highest levels of game play because you

can hear the aliens and begin to plan a response in the

appropriate direction before seeing them). Game score is a

measure weighted by the current level and the proximity of

the alien character to the player at the time of shooting (see

Wade & Holt, 2005 for details). More points are awarded for

faster shooting and at higher levels of game play. This mea-

sure is less closely related with the auditory category learning

demands present in the task.

For the highest game level attained, two variables emerge

as significant: 1) Word attack measure 2) Spoonerism RT

(R ¼ .625, adjusted R ¼ .342, see Table 3). Only the ability to

read pseudo words accurately and the time to accomplish the

Spoonerism task were correlated significantly with the high-

est videogame level attained, an indirect measure of inci-

dental category learning (b ¼ .382, t ¼ 2.217, p < .05; b ¼ �.385,

t ¼ �2.077, p < .05 respectively). The fact that Spoonerism RT

predicted both this indirect measure of category learning and

the direct measure of generalization of category learning in

the overt labeling task supports the possibility of a relation-

ship between incidental category learning and phonological

processing.

For the game score (the indirect gamemeasure less closely

associated with task demands on category learning), two

variables emerge as significant: 1) RAN colors test 2) Raven

scores (R ¼ .647, adjusted R ¼ .372, see Table 4). The ability to

rapidly name colors and intelligence (as measured by the
Table 4 e Forward stepwise regression with game score as the

Variable B SE b

Ran colors .161 .073 .382

Raven �.045 .022 �.358

Table 3 e Forward stepwise regression with highest level game

Variable B SE b

Word attack .161 .073 .382

Spoonerism time �.045 .022 �.358
Raven's Progressive Matrices test) were correlated signifi-

cantly with game score (b ¼ .548, t ¼ 3.594, p < .01; b ¼ .333,

t ¼ �2.183, p < .05 respectively). We do not have a direct

explanation of why RAN of colors and intelligence predicted

game scores. However it should be noted that the relation

between RAN and game score was found only for rapid

naming of a specific category (colors) and not for other mea-

sures of RAN (rapid naming of letters, numbers and objects).

Our confidence in the importance of this relationship is

diminished by the fact that it does not hold up across cate-

gories that purportedly measure the same ability. Although

intelligence and game score were correlated, these measures

did not differ significantly across groups and so intelligence

cannot account for the observed auditory category learning

differences across groups.

It should be noted that RAN, Spoonerism and digit span

tests all require phonological processing. Thus, to the extent

that dysfunction in incidental auditory category learning is

associated with phonological processing, each of these mea-

sures might be expected to be correlated with category

learning outcomes. However, within the context of this study,

we found that only the Spoonerism test was correlated with

incidental auditory category learning. We speculate that this

may be a reflection of the nature of our sample of dyslexics.

The Spoonerism task is considered an especially good test

with which to detect phonological processing impairments

among high functioning adults with dyslexia (Snowling,

Nation, Moxham, Gallagher, & Frith, 1997).
4. Discussion

The underlying biological and cognitive causes of dyslexia

remain under extensive debate despite decades of intensive

research (for a review, see D�emonet, Taylor, & Chaix, 2004).

Although the emphasis has been on whether dyslexia is

characterized by a core phonological deficit, a growing litera-

ture documents procedural learning impairments among in-

dividuals with dyslexia (Gabay, Schiff, & Vakil, 2012c; Howard

et al., 2006; Pavlidou & Williams, 2014; Sperling, Lu, & Manis,
dependent variable.

t p R2 R2 adjusted

2.217 .036 .625 .390

�2.077 .048 .625 .390

attained as the dependent variable.

t p R2 R2 adjusted

2.217 .036 .625 .390

�2.077 .048 .625 .390
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2004; Stoodley, Harrison, & Stein, 2006; Stoodley, Ray, Jack, &

Stein, 2008; Vicari et al., 2005; Vicari et al., 2003). However, it

is not yet understood how procedural learning impairments

relate to the phonological deficits so prominent in dyslexia.

Some have hypothesized that impaired procedural learning

may interfere with skill automation or articulation, in turn

leading to impoverished phonological representations

(Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011). This conceptualization empha-

sizes the motor and skill-acquisition functions associated

with procedural learning systems (Doyon & Benali, 2005;

Doyon, Penhune, & Ungerleider, 2003; Doyon, Ungerleider,

Squire, & Schacter, 2002). However, the neural systems

thought to contribute to procedural learning have diverse

nonmotor roles (Middleton & Strick, 2000; Strick, Dum, & Fiez,

2009) including support for perceptual category learning (for a

review see, Seger, 2008).

Perceptual category learning is highly significant in spoken

language processing. The acoustic signature of phonemes

varies dramatically across utterances. As a result, a simple

match-to-sample approach to acquiring phonemes is not

sufficient. Instead, phonetic learning can be conceived of as an

example of complex sound categorization whereby acousti-

cally distinct utterances sampling a highly multidimensional

space come to be treated as functionally equivalent (Holt &

Lotto, 2010). Listeners must discover the dimensions of

linguistically-relevant acoustic variability that signal different

phonemes while, at the same time, disregarding variability

that does not differentiate phonemes (e.g., talker differences).

Said another way, phonetic learning is an example of learning

functional equivalence classes, or categories (Holt & Lotto,

2010). The nature of speech signals makes it difficult to ac-

quire explicit knowledge about the dimensions that define

speech categories. Therefore, learning speech categories in-

volves acquiring procedural knowledge that cannot be

explicitly verbalized. Although this learning begins in infancy

(e.g., Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992),

there is a long developmental tail extending into late child-

hood (Zevin, 2012). Even 8- to 12-year-olds are not adult-like in

the details of speech categorization (Hazan & Barrett, 2000;

Idemaru & Holt, 2013; Nittrouer, 1996).

In the present study, we investigated the possibility that a

procedural learning impairment in dyslexia might interfere

with acquiring procedural auditory category knowledge. We

hypothesized that this impairment may be general, affecting

procedural acquisition of even nonspeech auditory categories.

Indeed, relative to age- and cognitive-ability matched control

participants, dyslexic adults exhibited impaired acquisition of

complex, artificial nonspeech categories in the context of an

immersive virtual environment with task demands that

mimic some elements of natural learning. The impairment

was evident in auditory-category-driven behavior within the

game and also in generalization of incidental category

learning to an overt labeling task. This pattern of impairment

is difficult to reconcile with a strictly phonological account of

dyslexia. Although other research has suggested domain-

general impairments in dyslexia, the present results are the

first to demonstrate that individuals with dyslexia do not

learn procedural auditory category knowledge as effectively

as controls. Since phonetic category learning is highly

dependent on acquisition of procedural category knowledge,
this provides a link between procedural learning impairments

and phonological deficits.

An advantage of the present approach is that the video-

game training paradigm presents task demands considerably

closer to learning in natural environments than traditional

laboratory tasks. However, in light of this more complex,

demanding environment, it is possible that participants with

dyslexia encountered difficulty in navigating the videogame

environment, or in staying attentive to the training task. If so,

this might account for the poorer auditory category learning

among individualswith dyslexia. However, the Dyslexia group

(M ¼ 47186, SE ¼ 6141.2) did not differ from the Control group

(M ¼ 59142, SE ¼ 5455.5) in the overall score attained in the

game, t(26) ¼ �1.48, p ¼ .14. This may seem counterintuitive

since control participants successfully completed significantly

higher game levels than dyslexic participants (Fig. 2b). How-

ever, it is possible to accumulate points at lower game levels

within which auditory categorization is not critical to suc-

cessful game navigation. The equivalence of groups' high

scores confirms that both groups were actively engaged and

succeeding in the mechanics of the videogame. Individuals

with dyslexia did not have greater difficulty in playing the

videogame due to attentional impairments (which have been

associated with dyslexia; Facoetti et al., 2010; Franceschini,

Gori, Ruffino, Pedrolli, & Facoetti, 2012; Hari & Renvall, 2001),

coordination of actions, or other factors. However, the

dyslexic participants' route through the game did not involve

as much auditory category learning as their control group

counterparts, as confirmed by significantly lower high-level

achieved and poorer post-test categorization accuracy.

Note, as well, that the videogame does not require overt

attention or response to the auditory stimulus dimensions

that define categories. Although counterintuitive, studies of

perceptual learning demonstrate that learning can suffer

when attention is directed toward the learning-relevant

stimulus dimensions as compared to situations in which

attention is directed instead toward another task (for a

comprehensive review see, Seitz &Watanabe, 2009). Indeed, a

previous study using the same nonspeech sounds as the

present study demonstrated poorer auditory category

learning when attention was directed toward the stimulus

dimensions in an unsupervised learning task, compared to the

incidental learning in the videogame (Wade & Holt, 2005).

Thus, it is difficult to account for the present results in terms

of impaired attentional processing.

It is also possible that poorer auditory category learning

among participants with dyslexia may have arisen due to

difficulty in sensory processing of the sound exemplars, and

not from impairment in category learning per se. This is an

especially important alternative to consider because the

sounds defining the present categories were characterized by

spectrotemporal characteristics similar to those thought to

present perceptual difficulties for listeners with dyslexia

(Tallal, 1980; Vandermosten et al., 2011). However, mitigating

this possibility, perceptual discrimination of category exem-

plars was excellent among the subset of dyslexic participants

available to be tested. Dyslexia and Control groups' accuracy
in discriminating perceptually similar sound category exem-

plars (Emberson et al., 2013) was equivalent, and very near

ceiling in accuracy. Goswami (2015) has argued that sensory

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.08.008
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deficits in dyslexia may arise as a consequence of reduced

reading experience. The claim is that sensory processing

deficits are not causally related to the neurocognitive basis of

dyslexia, but rather arise as a consequence of reading less.

Since our study examined adults with dyslexia, this is an

important point of consideration. If reading less were to affect

auditory processing, it may lead to difficulties in auditory

category learning in adulthood unrelated to the ultimate

neural basis of dyslexia. However, here we present the alter-

native hypothesis that it is the learning through which audi-

tory (including phonetic) categories are acquired that is

impaired in dyslexia, not auditory processing per se. In

accordance with this perspective, we observe poor incidental

auditory learning in the absence of auditory discrimination

impairments for the to-be-learned stimuli among our dyslexic

sample. Ultimately, as Goswami (2015) advocates, longitudi-

nal studies will be needed to make progress in establishing

causality. However, the present results do not appear to be

well-accounted for by auditory processing deficits, whether

primary or secondary from less reading experience. Rather,

we propose that these results suggest a general impairment in

acquisition of procedural category knowledge.

Accounts that posit procedural learning deficits in dyslexia

are sometimes held to relate closely with another account, the

anchoring-deficit hypothesis of dyslexia (Ahissar, 2007). The

anchoring-deficit hypothesis suggests that dyslexics' diffi-

culties arise from poor perceptual anchoring across recently

presented stimuli (Ahissar, 2007). Whereas control listeners'
perceptual acuity typically benefits from experimental para-

digms in which there is a stable, repeating perceptual refer-

ence, individuals with dyslexia experience less of a

performance boost from the presence of such “anchors”.

Ahissar (2007) proposes that anchoring, the ability to

construct and use an internal perceptual anchor, resembles

short-term priming effects and is impaired in dyslexia. The

specific proposal is that anchoring deficits would arise from

poor utilization of stimuli experienced in the immediate

perceptual environment, and not from impairments in longer-

term modifications as a result of experience (Ahissar, 2007).

This is the crux of the distinction fromwhat we propose here.

Specifically, we propose that individuals with dyslexia are

impaired at forming long-term modifications supporting

categorization via procedural learning.

Further relevant to the anchoring-deficit hypothesis, in the

present study individuals with dyslexia were indistinguishable

from control listeners on perceptual discrimination of the

nonspeech auditory category exemplars. Within the present

study, this task arguably wouldmake the greatest demands on

anchoring to immediate perceptual experience, yet the par-

ticipants with dyslexia show no impairment in discrimination

performance and ceiling-level performance. Ahissar, Lubin,

Putter-Katz, and Banai (2006) make the case that dyslexics'
difficulties are evident only when a limited stimulus set is

presented repetitively. Under this task demand, typical lis-

teners benefit from forming perceptual anchors whereas in-

dividualswith dyslexia do not. The present discrimination task

involves a small set of repetitive stimulus pairs and thereby

would be expected to be a good assay of anchoring deficit in

dyslexia. However, we observed no group differences. In a

similar manner the results of the overt categorization test are
of particular interest with regard to the anchoring-deficit hy-

pothesis. A subset of the sounds tested in the categorization

taskwas not previously experienced in the videogame. Success

in labeling in labeling these exemplars thus required general-

ization of learning from within the videogame task, and not

short-term priming. Moreover, since individual exemplars

were presented on each trial the possibility that anchoring

could either help or hinder performance is minimized. The

present results thus are more consistent with longer-term

modification and not ad hoc utilization of recently presented

stimuli, as postulated by the anchoring-deficit hypothesis of

dyslexia (Ahissar, 2007). The generalization results, in partic-

ular, lead us to believe that the anchoring-deficit hypothesis

cannot entirely account for the present findings.

In the present study, we targeted nonspeech auditory cate-

gories to specifically address the question of whether there are

general impairments in learning auditory procedural category

knowledge because a general impairment would be expected

also to impact phonetic category acquisition. However, to the

extent that procedural learning impairments are present in

dyslexia deficits in category learning would be predicted

across modalities. In fact, previous study shows impaired vi-

sual category learning among individuals with dyslexia

(Sperling et al., 2004). Moreover, adults with dyslexia are

impaired at probabilistic visual category learning in the

weather prediction task, which is thought to rely upon the

procedural learning system (Gabay, Vakil, Schiff,&Holt, 2015).

The parity in finding procedural learning deficits across both

auditory and visual category learning is consistent with

emerging research among control participants demonstrating

commonalities across visual and auditory category learning

(Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Chandrasekaran, Yi, et al., 2014).

Within this literature, some have argued that the acquisi-

tion of multidimensional categories is more likely to draw on

procedural learning than unidimensional categories, for which

the diagnostic dimension is more easily verbalized and may

draw uponmore explicit learning systems (Maddox et al., 2014;

Yi et al., 2014). However, although the multidimensional cat-

egories present a different learning challenge than the unidi-

mensional categories, recent neuroimaging research indicates

that both types of categories draw on procedural learning in

the videogame training paradigm (Lim et al., 2013). This is

consistent with an emerging consensus that stimulus factors

and task demands interact to affect the learning system

engaged (Chandrasekaran, Yi, et al., 2014; Gabay, Dick, Zevin,&

Holt, 2015a; Lim et al., 2014). Further research that directly

examines the interaction of stimulus factors and task de-

mands on perceptual category learning among individuals

with dyslexia may help to reveal the nature of learning deficits

and possible routes for remediation through training.

In this regard, the present data suggest that training in-

terventions that target non-procedural learning may be

especially effective rehabilitation options. Auditory training

has factored prominently in rehabilitation strategies for

dyslexia (Kujala et al., 2001) and there is a growing apprecia-

tion of the multiple learning systems present in the nervous

system (Doya, 1999). By manipulating the approach taken to

structuring category exemplars, task feedback, stimulus

repetition rate, and other factors known to affect the degree to

which procedural learning is engaged (Ashby&Maddox, 2005)
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it may be possible to aid learners with dyslexia in acquiring

robust phonetic categories.

With regard to captivating videogame training approaches,

it is important to note that inasmuch as videogames can

create complex, multimodal immersive environments the

cognitive and perceptual skills they train can be very distinct.

Our videogame training task was developed specifically to

engage auditory category learning via procedural learning. It

was designed to mimic some of the challenges of phonetic

category acquisition in real-world environments, within

which there typically is no explicit instruction or explicitly-

provided feedback to support sound categorization. Since we

see impairments among adults with dyslexia within this task,

it suggests that there may be consequences for real-world

acquisition of phonetic categories.

Other action video games have been found to improve

reading among dyslexics by improving individuals' attentional
abilities (Franceschini et al., 2013). Since action videogames

typically involve rapid, transient events andmoving objects, a

high perceptual and motor load, and an emphasis on visual

processing in peripheral space, it has been proposed that ac-

tion videogame training might improve the efficiency of the

magnocellular-dorsal pathway or “action” stream. Although

we postulate a rather different neural basis for dyslexia, the

approaches are compatible in the attempts to understand the

neurobiological bases of dyslexia and to seek new approaches

for remediation.

4.1. Hypotheses regarding the neurocognitive basis of
dyslexia

The present results also inform the neurocognitive basis of

dyslexia. The non-phonological deficits observed in individuals

with dyslexia have been suggested to relate to selective

impairment in procedural learning associated with the

learning and control of established sensorimotor and cognitive

habits, skills and procedures (Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011). How-

ever, despite evidence for procedural learning impairments

among individuals with dyslexia (Gabay et al., 2012a, 2012b,

2012c; Howard et al., 2006; Lum, Ullman, & Conti-Ramsden,

2013; Pavlidou & Williams, 2014; Stoodley et al., 2006; Stoodley

et al., 2008; Vicari et al., 2005; Vicari et al., 2003), the nature of

the link between impaired procedural learning and phonolog-

ical deficits remains uncertain. The current version of the

procedural learning hypothesis (Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011)

suggests language-based, as opposed to motor-based, aspects

of the procedural learning system should be themost impaired

among those with dyslexia (although some individuals may

present with motor deficits, as well). In support of this, Gabay

et al. (2012) observe impaired language sequence learning

along with intact motor sequence learning in adults with

dyslexia. The present results to not speak strongly to the lan-

guage/motor distinction. However, in concertwith other recent

results (for additional evidence see, Gabay, Thiessen, & Holt,

2015), the present findings argue that it will be important to

refine accounts of procedural learning beyond language versus

motor distinctions.

In this regard, the present results sharpen neurobiological

models of impaired procedural learning in dyslexia. Previous

examinations havemostly focused on the impact of cerebellar
dysfunction as it relates to procedural learning impairments

in dyslexia (Menghini, Hagberg, Caltagirone, Petrosini, &

Vicari, 2006; Nicolson et al., 1999; Pernet et al., 2009; Rae

et al., 1998). In contrast, recent research suggests that the

basal ganglia play a role in learningwithin the videogame task

and its recruitment appears to be significant in supporting

changes in cortical representations of the to-be-learned sound

categories. Using the same videogame training environment

and sound categories used in the present study, Lim et al.

(2013) observe bilateral activation of the posterior caudate of

the basal ganglia related to nonspeech auditory category

learning within the videogame. The basal ganglia are associ-

ated with reinforcement learning emerging as one builds and

updates predictions about future rewards (Daw, Niv, & Dayan,

2005; Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997). Since actions in the

videogame are not directed at sound categorization, per se,

training may elicit internally-generated reward prediction

error feedback signals from the basal ganglia that indirectly

induce changes in sound category representations that

correlate with task success (see Lim et al., 2014). Based on

these neuroimaging findings, we speculate that impairments

in indirect reward prediction error driven learning via the

basal ganglia may contribute to disrupting the typical course

of category acquisition in dyslexia, with cascading effects on

phonological processing. Specifically, it is possible that less

robust learning signals through the striatum ultimately

contribute to less robust cortical representations for auditory

categories. Although advocates of the phonological deficit

hypothesis have suggested that dyslexia can be viewed as a

cortical disconnection syndrome originating fromproblems in

corticalecortical connectivity (Paulesu et al., 1996), the pre-

sent results [along with the procedural learning account

(Nicolson & Fawcett, 2010)] recommend that it will be fruitful

to more fully examine corticalesubcortical interactions in

dyslexia. Although there is evidence to suggest dysfunction in

corticoecerebellar interactions in dyslexia (Menghini et al.,

2006; Nicolson et al., 1999; Pernet et al., 2009; Rae et al.,

1998), little attention has been directed to understanding

corticostriatal interactions. The present results, along with

neuroimaging in the same paradigmwith control participants

(Leech et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2013), strongly argue that it will

be important to carefully examine corticostriatal loops among

individuals with dyslexia in future research.

4.2. The relation between procedural learning
impairment and the formation of speech categories

The contribution of procedural learning to phonological im-

pairments via auditory category learning provokes a recon-

sideration of current theories of dyslexia and broadens

understanding of the underlying neurocognitive mechanisms

involved. On the one hand, the phonological deficit hypothesis

has been criticized for focusing on symptoms (phonological

impairments) rather than on the cause of these symptoms

(Nicolson& Fawcett, 2010). It may be possible that the focus on

documenting the phonological deficits typical of dyslexia has

led to too little consideration of the mechanisms involved in

the formation of these phonological representations, which of

course must be learned through experience with the native

language. On the other hand, the procedural learning deficit
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hypothesis has been criticized because the link postulated

between procedural learning impairment and phonological

deficits relies heavily on speech articulation (Ramus et al.,

2003). This conceptualization emphasizes the motor and

skill-acquisition functions associated with procedural

learning systems (Doyon & Benali, 2005; Doyon et al., 2003;

Doyon et al., 2002) and posits that phonological development

is impacted via dysfunction in articulatory development

(Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011). Nonetheless, there is as yet no

definitive connection to make clear how a procedural learning

deficit results in phonological impairments typical of dyslexia.

The present results suggest a possible link between

phonological deficits and procedural learning impairments.

Although prior hypotheses have emphasized the possibility

that impairment to the motor and skill-acquisition functions

associated with procedural learning systems may be impor-

tant in understanding dyslexia, the neural systems thought to

contribute to procedural learning have diverse nonmotor roles

(Middleton & Strick, 2000; Strick et al., 2009) including

involvement in perceptual category learning (Seger, 2008).

This is particularly relevant in making a link from procedural

learning impairment to the phonological deficits typical of

dyslexia because contemporary accounts of speech percep-

tion emphasize the significance of general auditory category

learning mechanisms in acquiring speech categories (Holt &

Lotto, 2008) and made a case for the involvement of the pro-

cedural learning system in this learning (Guediche, Holt,

Laurent, Lim, & Fiez, 2015; Lim et al., 2014; Yi et al., 2014).

We hypothesize that procedural learning impairment may

lead to impaired perceptual category learning that results in

impoverished representations of the phonological character-

istics of speech and concomitant difficulties in graphe-

meephenome conversion and in learning to read.
5. Conclusions

Phonological impairments have been emphasized as the cause

of dyslexia (Snowling, 2000). However, the current data suggest

that impaired auditory category learning, general in nature and

not specific to speech, could contribute to phonological deficits

in dyslexia with subsequent negative effects on reading and

language acquisition. The present data are consistent with a

general impairment in mapping probabilistic perceptual input

to behaviorally-relevant category representations, not specific

to speech. Nevertheless, the consequences of this general

impairment might be quite prominently on display for speech

because language learning and processing place such consid-

erable demands on mapping probabilistic perceptual infor-

mation to linguistically-significant representations. The

present results provide a conceptual link between observa-

tions of procedural learning deficits on the one hand, and

phonological impairments, on the other.
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